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A MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
FOR TOMOGRAPHIC GAMMA-RAY NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY*

T. H. Prettyman, R. A. Cole, R. J. Estep, and G. A. Sheppard
Los Alamoa National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

A new tomographic rcconstmction algorithm for nondestmctive assay with high-

resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy (HRGS) is presented. The reconstruction

problem is forrnufated using a maximum-likelihood approach in which the

statistical structure of both the wss and continuum measurements uwd to

determine the full-energy response in HRGS is precisely modeled. An accelerated

ex~tation-~ ‘on algorithm is used to determine the opdrnal solution. The

algorithm is applied to safeguards and environmental assays of large samples (for

example, 55-gal. drums) in which high continuum levels caused by Compton

scattering are routinely encounteti. Details of the implementation of the

algorithm and a comparative study of the algorithm’s performance are presented.

INTRODUCTION

High-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy (HRGS) is used routinely in passive

gamma-ray assays of nuclear materials and radioactive waste. HRGS provides the

capability to identify rarfionucfidesfrom complex gamma-ray spectra and to accurately

determine the full-energy respnse of selected gamma rays using continuum subtraction

techniques. Gamma-ray nondestructive assay (NDA) instruments, such as the segmented

gamma-ray scanner (SGS) and the tomographic gamma-ray scanner (TGS), use the fuH-

energy response to determine the quantity of gamma-ray ernitig material within a sample.

[1,2]

*This work is supported by the US Department of Energy, OffIce of Safeguards and
Security.
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Irt the assay of large samples such as 55-gal. drums containing medium and high-

density matrices (> 0.5 g/cm3), continuum buildup caused by Compton scattering in the

sample can substantially Educe the signal-to-noise ratio of the full-energy measurement.

Signal quality is also influenced by the quantity and location of gamma-ray emitting

material. For assays of low-level and transuranic (TRU) waste, the total full-energy

response can vary over several orders of magnitude.

With DA instruments that use transmission-corrected, emission-computerized

tomography (ECT), such as the TGS, the wide range of measurement conditions

encourrteti in practical applications presents a si@lcant challenge for both the physical

design of the scanner and the selection of analysis techniques. In particular, emission

reconstnrction algorithms that are available off-the-shelf have been found to perform poorly

when the target radionuclide is present in small quantities and when the signal-to-noise ratio

is low. These algorithms are vrdid when the full-energy measurements m obtained with

high pmision. However, because they do not accurately model the statistical structure of

the measuremertw, they misbehave at low count-rates and when the continuum level is large

enough to influence the statistical structure of the fuH-energy ~spnnse.

To resolve this problem, we develo@ a tomographic construction algorithm that

precisely models the statistical structure in the full-energy response determined by HRGS.

A maximurn-likelihood approach was used to formulate the ~onstroction problen in

which both the emission image and the expected continuum level wem tiated as

unknowns. An expectation-maximization algorithm was developed to determine the

optimal solution. The performance of the algorithm was evaluated using simulated TGS

measurements.
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CONTINUUM SUBTRACTION MODEL

Continuum subtraction for a single fill-energy peak is usually accomplished by setting

up a region of interest (ROI) around the W-energy peak aod one or mom ROISin the

surrounding corsdmnsrn. If the shape of the continuum is known, the relationship between

the measured counts in the continuum ROISand the expected continuum counts in the peak

ROI can be determined. In a simple model that is valid for continuum ROISthat are

SyMMChC, the average number of counts per channel in the background ROIS is assumed

to be equal to the average continuum counts per channel in the peak ROI Fig. 1). For this

model, the number of net counts in the peak ROI is given by

net=m-cb

where m is the gross counts in the peak ROI, b is the sum of the counts in the continuum

ROIS, and c is the ratio of the num~r of peak ROI channels to the number of background

ROI channels. The symmetric ROI model is accurate to within a few percent for a wide

range of peak-to-continuum ratios and is used routinely itsassays of samples containing

special nuclear material [3].

In gamma-ray assays, the full-energy interaction rate within the detector is used to

determine the amount of emitting material within the sample [3]. To determine the number

of full-energy interactions, FEZ, its the detector from the net counts, a correction must be

made for rate loss. Assuming the true time for each measurement is the same, the number

of futl-energy interactions is given by

FEI = CF(M) ● net (1)
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where CF(~) is a correction factor for counting mte losses due to pile-up events and ttre

dead time of the analog-to-digital converter. Several established tihniques for determining

CF(W) are outlined by Parker [3]. In TGS scans where the acquisition time for each

measurement can be smalf (-600 rns/meaaorement), live-time estimates provided by the

MCA are inadequate because they are not updated frequently. ~sently, a rate-loss source

is used to determine the CF(~). For assays of 239Pu,a lo9Cd source that emits a strong

line at 88 keV is usd. Rate-loss corrections using ‘@Cd have kn found to be accurate to

within 1% of the use~ range of gamma rays emitted by 239Pu(129 to 414 keV).

EMISSION MODEL AND DATA

In both SGS and TGS assays, full-energy measurements are made for a set of scan

positions defined by a scanning protocol. For a scanning protocol with M scan positions,

the measured data set can be expressed in vector form as

(m = m~,..., rnj,mM.,mMr

b=(~ . .. ..b~)~...b~)~

CF(RL) = [CF(m)l, . . .. CF(~CF(~~)~]T(~~) ~]T

where m is a vector of gross counts in the peak ROI, b is a vector of continuum ROI

counts, and CF(RL) is a vector of correction factors for rate loss. @uation 1 is used to

determine an FH vahre for each measurement.

With the symmetric ROI model, the relationship between the spatial distribution of

emitting material within the sample and the full-energy merrsmments is given by

A(Mfl)x(~) = CF(RL). [m(~) - cb(”)] (2)
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where x is a positive vector of length N containing the image pararnctem that describ the

distribution of emitting material within tbe sample and A is an M x N weight matrix that

depends on the scanrrittgprotocol, measurement geometry, and the distribution of gamma-

ray atterruatig material within the sample. For tomographic reconstructions, A is usually

large and sparse with a stmc- that depends on the intrinsic spatird resolution of the

scanner and the scanning protocol.

RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT

Tbe objective of the tomographic reconstruction algorithm is to determine the image

parameters from the measurements by solving Eq. 2 subject to a positivity constraint.

Conventional reconstruction algorithms, such as constined leaat-squws and algebraic

reconstruction techniques (ART), account for both the positivity constraint and the fact that

A is large, sparse, and ill-conditioned. However, because these algorithms do not model

tbe error stmchrrc of the measurements, they perform poorly when the signal-to-noise ratio

(net counts divided by continuum counts) is low and are unable to quanti~ activity or mass

when the radionuclide is present at low levels.

To resolve this problem, we developed a rnaximum-likelihood algorithm that pmisely

models the statistical shucturc in the gross and continuum measurements used to determine

the full-energy response. To formulate the problem, both the continuum ROI counts, b,

and the peak ROI counts, m, wem assumed to be Poisson variates. As a result, the

likelihood timction describing the probability of observing a set of measurements (m,b)

given their mean vrdues (iii,~) is given by

(3)
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Bccauw the co~tion factor for rate loss is usually determined with high precision (cl%),

the statistical variations in rate loss can be ignored and the mean number of counts in the

peak ROI can be written as

where

ajaj=CF(M)J
J=l,...,M

and al is the jth row of A.

The most probable mean values (R,G) can be determined from the measurements by

maximizing the likelihood firrction given by Eq.3 subject to positivity constints on the

solution vwtors. This leads to the following convex, nonlinear optimization problem

written in terms of the log-likelihood

ProblemA

M

minimize - lti = ‘~[rrrj ln(a~” x + cGj) - aJ‘* X+ bjltlbj-(C+l)Gj]

j=l

subject to (x,h) >0

We developed an expectation maximization rdgorithm to solve Problem A. Expectation

maximization is an iterative for solving maximum likelihood problems that is routinely used
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in medical applications of Em [4,5]. The expectation mtirnization approach was selected

Maw it is robust and easy to implement and accelerate. The basic algorithm is stakd

without proofi

M .FM-B

[)
‘+’ “? :Cti “:~~.;::c~kXj for j=l,..., N

[

~k+l = & bj +- 1for j=l,...,M
aj ● X’ + cbj

Xo,ho >0

where x and b are the solution vectors and k is the iteration number. The solution vector b

is an estimate of the mean continuum counts, and hence approximates b. It can be shown

that the Algorithm MLEM-B converges to the solution of Problem A as k + CO.

IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL ACCELERATION

The algorithm was implemenkd in Fortran 77 on a Sparcstation 10 and in C on a

Microway 1-860 array processor. Following Kaufman [6], a relaxation technique

employing a line-search was used to accelerate the scalar version of the algorithm. A

typical optimization history for both the accelerated and unaccelerated case is shown in Fig.

2. The accelerated algoriti was found to result in a gain in speed over the unaccelerated

case by more than a factor of 2. With acceleration, roughly 2 seconds am mquircd for each

iteration on the Sparcstation 10. Because our primary interest is quantification, the
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algorithm stopping criterion is baaed on the convergence of the total amount of emitting

materird within the sample, rather than the log-liiefihd. frrthe accelerated case,

acceptable convergence in the total amount (or mass) was routinely observed for fewer

than 200 iterations, resulting in run-times averaging less than 7 minutes.

PERFORMANCE FOR QUANTIFICATION

TGS assays of a 55-gal. drum containing weapon’s grade (WG) plutonium embedded

in a dense mati were used to assess the performance of the algorithm. Tomographic

gamma-ray scanning was developed by the hs Alamos Nuclear Safeguards program to

provide an advanced correction for bias caused by heterogeneities in the distribution of

emhting and attenuating materials within large samples [1,7,8,9,10]. A substantial

reduction in blaa for assays of special nuclear material in 55-gal. drums has been achieved

using an experimental TGS [9]. A prototyfx TGS has been developed and is currently

being used as a platfotm for safeguards resemh. The construction of a mobile TGS for

measurements of low-level and TRU waste is underway.

A typical TGS includes an isotopic transmission source that emits multiple gamma rays

(for example, 75Se for assays of WG plutonium) and a high-wsolution s~troscopy

system. A scanning protocol, in which the sample is rotated and translated continuously, is

used to scan the sample at discrete elevations. Measurements of transmissions at severrd

energies are used to determine three-dimensional images of the sample’s attenuation

coefficient at the assay energies. The images are used to correct for matrix attenuation in

the reconsuuction of the distribution of gamma rays emitted at the selected assay energies.

The total amount of emitting material witbin the sample volume or selected sub-volume is

determined by integrating the emission distribution over the volume and dividing the ~sult

by a calibration constant.

In TGS assays, the drum is divided into 15 axial layers, approximately 2.5-in. thick.

Each layer is divided into roughly 100 volumes. The spatial resolution of the scanner is on

THP533(D) 8



the order of 2.5 in. A finite-elements approach is used to model the sample geometry. On

the order of 1600 image parametem (N= la) arc used to describe the distribution of

emitting material over tie sample volume.

The scan of a layer is divided into 150 measurement intervals, each interval lasting

approximately W tns, whife the MCA is active. At the end of each interval, tie ROI data

needed to determine peak areas for the transmission and emission gamma rays are

dowtdoaded from the MCA. In a single-pass assay of a 55-gal. drum 2250 measurements

(M=2250) are made in roughly 20 minutes. The control and acquisition systems are

~cisely syncbroti to efirninate systematic errors in interval length and position.

ROI data from an experimental passive TGS assay of a point-source of WG plutonium

in a polyethylene matrix are shown in Fig 2. Note that the continuum ROI counts for the

345-keV gamma ray tend to vary with the gross and net counts. The variation is caused by

the Compton mntirmum produced by the 414-keV fine. The effect of source self-

attenuation, and the presence of the continuum produced by the higher energy line, reduced

the signal-to-noise ratio for the 345-keV measurement.

To assess the effect of high-continuum levels on tomographic assays, repeated TGS

assays of point and distributed sources of WG plutonium were simdated using the

TCNDA code system [2]. The signal quality was determined by the total net counts, a

quantity that is *tly proportional to source intensity, and the continuum level as

measured by the percentage of total gross counts in the continuum underlying the full-

energy peak. The Poisson structure in the ROI data was precisely modeled.

Simulated ROI data for a typical measmment of a pint source of WG plutonium in a

medium-density, heterogeneous matrix arc shown in Fig. 4. With 1000 net counts and an

80% continuum level, the signal quality is poor. Note that the continuum ROI signal has a

component that is proportional to the primary signat, indicating the presenw of higher-

energy gamma rays (for example, 137CSin the proximity of the phstotrium point source).
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The emission distribution was reconstructed using algorithm MLEM-B. Note that the

fitted gross counts, Ax+ cb, and background counts, cb, follow the “measmd” quantities

closely. The fitted net count signatm, given by Ax, is noise-fro and matches the

signs- ex~ted for the modeled emission distribution.

frrFig. 5, b]aa, as measured by the ratio of the assay result to the true vahre, is plotted

aa a function of total net counts for simulated assays of WG plutonium in a medium-

density, heterogeneous matrix for a continuum level of 80%. Each point is the average of

50 repeated assays. The error bars indicate the standard deviation in the distribution of the

ratio. MLEM-B yields accurate assays for both point and distributed sources over the full

range of net-counts.

Two competing algorithms were used to analyze the same data set. Large biases were

observed for ART for assays with low total net counts. MLEM witbout background fitting

(MLEM-FB in Fig. 5), a technique suggested by Lange and Carson [4], was also found to

produce a systematic blaa with low signal levels. In this approach, the mean continuum

vector, ~, is taken to be the measured vector, b, and only the image parameters, x are

determined in the reconstruction. With both tectilques, the bias was observed to diminish

aa signal quality improved.

DISCUSSION

To better understrmd the effect of measurement quality on algorithm performance, we

examined the distribution of mean net counts predicted by the statistical models used in the

formulation of several algorithms. Because the net count signal is drectly related to the

emission distribution (Equation 2), the behavior of the distribution of mean net counts

predicted for a single measurement should provide insight into algorithm performance. A

typical set of distributions if shown in Fig. 6 for an example in which the 10 counts were

observed in the peak ROI (m=10) and 2 counts were observed in the continuum ROIS

T3rF’533(D) 10



(b=2). The constant for cirttinuum subtraction, c, was 2. An estimate of the net counts is

m-ck 1O-2X2=6.

The true distribution of mean net counts is given by the convolution of the Poisson

distributions describing the mean gross and cortdmmrrtcounts. In the example, the

distribution is broad and asymmetric (Fig. 6). Note that the most probable mean net count

vahre is less than 6. The shape and width of the distribution was found to be sensitive to

the vafue of the continuum subtraction constant. The distribution rep~sents the statisticrd

model used in the formrrfationof algorithm MLEM-B.

In contrast, the distribution of mean net counts given by the statistical model

underlying the forrmdation of algorithm H-FB is given by the convolution of the

Poisson distribution describing the gross counts and a MC delta function that dcscriks

the selection of tie a freed corttimrum level. In the example, the distribution differs

substantially from the true distribution of mean net counts. According to this model, low

mean net count values are improbable. As a result, mass values tend to be b]ssed high

when the quality of the measurements is poor as observed in Fig. 5.

In reconstruction techniques such as ART and fdtemd back-projection (FBP) the

distribution of mean net counts is single vahred. In ART, statistical variations in the

measurements are mapped into the null-space of A, resulting in image ardfacts. In

solutions to over-determined problems with positivity constraints, inconsistencies betwmn

the emission model and the net count data is due to measurement statistics w not resolved.

This causes in significant bias in total mass even in cases where the net counts arc obtained

with good precision @lg. 2).

k lesst-sqursms techniques, the underlying statisticrd model for mean net counts is

~. Irttheexample, theGaussian with a standard deviation given by u = m + c b

Gaussian model provides a better tit to the true distribution than the model used in ~-

FB; however, tfre symmetry of the Gaussian results in a right-shift in the distribution of

mean counts. Bwause asymmetries in the distribution = not mdeled, use of the least-
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squares techniques is expected to result in bias similar to that observed for ~M-FB. Tbe

magnitude of the bias depends on the number of observed counts and the choice of the

continuum subtraction constant.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The results of the performance study show that the continuum-fitting MLEM algorithm

--B) is capable of quantifying the total amouot of emitting material for a wide range

of sigmd qualities. The algorithm accurately models the statistical of the measurement for

a specific continuum submtion model. As a result, the ~rformance of the algorithm for

quantification is independent of the model parameters. The algorithm out-performs

conventional algorithms that do not model the Poisson statistical stnrcture in the

measurements. Uw of the algorithm is expected to significantly reduce quantification limits

for emission tomographic scanners used for safeguards and radioactive waste assay.

Future work will focus on developing the algorithm to work with more general

continuum subtraction models. Straight-line and smoothed-step models are currently being

evaluated for asymmetric ROIS. For the= models, each continuum ROI must be tiwd

independently, resulting in a minor increase in computatiorrd effort.
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